
Digitization Advisory Committee Meeting
September 14, 2022 at 11 am via Zoom

Present:
Claire Lovell (SCRLC), Maggie Young (Steele Memorial Library), Julia Corrice, Chair (Cornell
University), Erika Jenns (Southern Tier Library System)

Excused: Erin Rushton (Binghamton University), John Hosford (Alfred University)

● ICOLC statement on metadata
(ICOLC Statement on the Metadata Rights of Libraries (librarytechnology.org))

○ Claire asked the committee to consider whether the SCRLC should endorse this
statement from ICOLC.

○ Julia agrees that metadata should be free and open for libraries to use whenever
they want.  However, she’s concerned there’s something else underpinning this
project; Clarivate is a for-profit company.  “It reeks of industry disruption and we
should be wary of it,” she states.  She worries Clarivate could charge libraries a
lot later for this “free’ product made directly from OCLC data.  Erika agrees with
Julia’s concerns.

○ Claire notes that the ICOLC statement is broad and does not necessarily weigh
in on the lawsuit or its particulars.

■ The statement includes “Without commenting on the lawsuit itself, or the
contractual terms to which individual institutions have agreed with either
of the parties involved – details of which we cannot be certain in all cases
due to confidentiality clauses – the ICOLC member consortia and other
entities, organizations or individuals endorsing this statement wish to
signal their opposition to any ventures that aim to impose limits on
libraries' ability to effectively use, re-use, adapt, aggregate, and share the
bibliographic metadata they create or enhance.”

○ Julia is hesitant to endorse because the statement implies that OCLC does not
already share their metadata, which they do. She notes that the existing OCLC
data already has an open data license: FAST Linked Data ODC-By License
(oclc.org) but it requires attribution to OCLC.  Clarivate is aggregating OCLC’s
data and sharing it without attribution back to OCLC.

○ Julia would like to see a nuanced statement, such as “SCRLC is not taking a
position on the OCLC / Clarivate lawsuit, but believes in free and open metadata,
and believes it should be open for re-use and sharing.”

○ Maggie suggests “As [we] strive to produce factual metadata, we believe this is
made stronger by a library's ability to  'effectively use, re-use, adapt, aggregate,
and share the bibliographic metadata [they] create or enhance.'

○ Erika asks why OCLC should be protected by the library community as they hold
their own (sometimes problematic) monopoly.  She understands why OCLC
would fight back against Clarivate, but does not think the library council should
weigh in on the lawsuit.

https://librarytechnology.org/pr/27725
https://www.oclc.org/research/areas/data-science/fast/odcby.html
https://www.oclc.org/research/areas/data-science/fast/odcby.html


○ The committee agreed that we would not endorse the ICOLC statement because
it seems to be defensive of OCLC, but we will develop a statement for free and
open metadata.  We will do this over email to choose the best words.

● 2022-2023 Work Plan (Goals)
○ Claire read the following Work Plan goals for the Digital Services Program and

opened the floor for questions, comments or ideas.  Most of SCRLC’s progress
on these goals is the same as described in July’s meeting.

○ Goal: Encourage members to adopt inclusive cataloging and metadata practices,
and antiracist initiatives that eliminate biases and discrimination.

○ Goal: Identify new collections that reflect historically oppressed and marginalized
peoples and perspectives and unique regional subjects, and investigate new
material formats for inclusion, such as data sets and original research.

○ Goal: Adopt inclusive descriptive metadata practices for digital collections.
○ Goal: Investigate regional digital preservation needs and provide regional access

to and information about digital preservation solutions, including the Digital Dark
Archives project.

○ Goal: Support regional digitization and innovative projects and services through
SCRLC-sponsored initiatives and grant opportunities that impact members and
adhere to SCRLC's values.

○ Goal: Develop the capacity of members representing diverse communities to add
their collections to NYHeritage.  Seek new members, including those
representing historically oppressed and marginalized peoples, whose collections
increase the diversity of resources available to all people.

○ Goal: Facilitate collaboration and encourage participation within the region to
provide a comprehensive digital history of South Central New York State.

○ Goal: Provide information and training in the process of digitization, standards,
metadata, access, and digital preservation, especially with a critical eye for
inclusive description practices.

○ Goal: Act as regional liaison and advocate for SCRLC members to NYHeritage
and other statewide digital initiatives.

○ Goal: Promote the rich digital content generated by SCRLC members through
NYHeritage or other content gateways, especially as it relates to school curricula.

● 2022-2023 Activities
○ The following activities for the next year are meant to serve the Work Plan.

Claire opened the floor for more questions, comments or ideas from the
committee members.

○ Offer at least one continuing education event about inclusive metadata
■ Claire still has the list of names from July’s meeting.

○ Add at least one new collection representing historically oppressed and
marginalized peoples and perspectives

■ This is going very well thanks to the Consider the Source grant.
○ Identify potential new members and reach out to them for collection digitization



■ This is also going very well thanks to the Consider the Source grant.
○ Create a LibGuide about inclusive metadata practices

■ This LibGuide has been started but needs more work:
https://scrlc.libguides.com/deij/metadata

○ Add new NYH collections to the Digital Dark Archives
■ Underway.

○ Add other (external) local history digital projects to HistoryUnbound
■ Claire will remove things from the regional reference section that are not

county-specific.  For example, while Cornell University in Tompkins
County has many great digital collections, most are not specifically about
Tompkins County so they will not be listed on the Tompkins County page:
https://scrlc.libguides.com/c.php?g=327943&p=9057570

● Marketing ideas for NYH collections
○ NYHeritage, as a statewide project, has a Facebook account but it is minimally

used and has very little engagement. Claire asks for ideas for marketing.
○ Maggie suggests posting to Facebook at least once a day.  She suggests

scheduling seven photographs over the week.  The page will build traction and
followers that way.

■ Maggie will share her insights for the local Chemung County Local History
page she runs.  The audience demographics are interesting.  She’ll email
it to the group.

○ Erika asks who  the audience is.  Claire states that educators are probably the
top priority audience right now.

○ Erika suggests that Facebook might not be the best channel.
○ Julia remembers social media being ineffective for reaching educators. She

suggests Claire putting herself in front of educators via the BOCES SLS.
○ As for reaching historical organizations, Julia recommends the MANY

conference.
○ Julia suggests finding places where history-minded people will be in order to

reach the general public.  Maybe brochures at public libraries or historical
societies would work well.  SCRLC should encourage the member organizations
to help promote NYHeritage, especially their own collections.

○ Maggie points out that every city or county will have a local history group on
places like Facebook and that might be a good place to share links.

○ Julia suggests checking welcome centers and national parks for possible
brochure racks.

○ Maggie volunteers to do legwork in marketing.
○ Julia points out that big, time-intensive efforts like the exhibits help spread the

word as organizations write press releases and hold public lectures, all of which
will mention NYHeritage.

● Around the table

https://scrlc.libguides.com/deij/metadata
https://scrlc.libguides.com/c.php?g=327943&p=9057570


○ John from Alfred University was unable to make the meeting but wrote over email
that they’ve hired their new Digital Projects assistant, who will start next week.

○ Maggie’s library had a Ukrainian genealogy program last week and it was
excellent. She highly recommends the speaker, Alex ___. The audience was very
geographically dispersed.   They have advanced DNA and African-American
genealogy classes coming up.

○ Julia at Cornell is working on an ArchivesSpace migration project for the Kheel
Center, moving their materials to ArchivesSpace from a homegrown database.
They should be done by the end of the year.  The other major project is coming
up with a new workflow for authorities maintenance for their catalog now that
they’re on Folio.  She may have material from the Inclusive Task Group that she
can share soon (once they’re approved by leadership).

○ Erika has two open RBDB grants, Cuba newspapers and Friendship
newspapers, but NNYLN is very behind schedule. The first round (Cuba) came in
way under budget.  Tina Dalton at Cuba is going to try Advantage Archives just to
digitize ten more rolls with the remaining budget.

Meeting adjourned at 12:00 pm


